
 

 

 

 NIN HAO PUFFINS! 

From Mindfulness 

Monday to Therapy 

Thursday, the        

children in Year 2 

have explored creative 

ways to share their 

thoughts and feelings 

in our Google Meets. 

The children put their 

artistic skills to        

excellent use by    

making some vibrant 

Chinese New Year 

decorations.  

Gong Xi Fa Cai!  

STAR OF THE WEEK 

THE WEEKLY  

‘lockdown’ FLIGHT 
This week I have been reflecting on Article 31 - Rest, Play, Culture and Arts ahead of what is, for many of us in 
the UK, the half term break. Where possible this half term we should switch off from the everyday stresses and   
focus on the importance of family. I would like to thank you all for supporting the home school programme this 
half term and my greatest wish is to hear that all pupils will return in mid March. 

Tomorrow will see the launch of the Cavell charity event.  An ambitious task to walk from Lands End to John 
O’Groats but I am sure if we all walk together metaphorically speaking we will make it and make a difference to 
those struggling with this disease. Don’t forget to send photos of your walk along with the mileage you achieve 
which will be recorded on the UK map we have set up.  

Mrs Campbell 

ZHUANGSHI 

Foundation 1: Rowan 

Foundation 2: Anika & Adam 

Year 1: Maariya & Duae 

Year 2: Aadi & Spencer 

Year 3: Chrisette & Zak 

Year 4: Aditya & Rishav 

Year 5: All of Class 5NH & Nayan 

Year 6: Jure & Ava 

Puffins have enjoyed learning about many Traditional 

tales as part of the topic this Spring Term. Exploring 

stories such as, Little Red Riding Hood, Goldilocks 

and The Three Bears and The Gingerbread Man. 

Puffins have gained confidence in sequencing the 

events of stories, talking about what happens next and 

also beginning to role play their favourite parts of the 

stories that they have learnt. To end the first half of 

the Spring Term, the children in Puffins celebrated 

Chinese New Year. The Class teachers decorated the 

classroom and they all came dressed in something red 

to symbolise the Chinse New Year. They participated 

in various activities such as Lantern Making , Chinese 

Sand Patterns, learning how to use chopsticks and 

they each went home with a Fortune Cookie and 

Good Fortune envelope which contained a sweet 

treat.  

Happy Chinese New Year Everyone! 

“We would like to thank the school community for  

keeping the children safe and happy this term. We would 

like to thank Miss Sanyaolu, Miss Donnelly and Miss 

Westmaas for planning and delivering special  moments 

which have engaged and inspired the class.“ 

Why do bees have sticky hair? 
Because they use honeycombs! 

JOKE  

OF THE WEEK 



Foundation 1: Lauren & Yusuf 

Foundation 2: Richard & All of Mallards 

Year 1: Ayaan & Aaron 

Year 2: Evie & Samantha 

Year 3: Aheed & Tara 

Year 4: Oskar & Lara 

Year 5: Dilveer & Sacha 

Year 6: Safia & Belle 

WEEKLY AWARD 

PRODUCTIVITY  

Last week’s answers: Dunne, Bowers, Gleadell, Steel, Erratt, Purkiss. 

MATHLETES OF THE WEEK 

School Mathlete 

Aran N 

 

Classes:  

2nd: Pelicans  

1st: 4CSu 

Mallards: Yusuf 

Kingfishers: Yusuf 

Pelicans: Devina 

Cranes: Neel 

Herons: Muhammad 

Flamingos: Moosa 

 

3GE: Arvin 

3SG: Isaac 

4JB: Iaisha 

4CSu: Aran 

5CS: Joshua 

5NH: Sahib 

6HD: Neha 

6JP: Aaron 

Class Mathletes 

Foundation 2 have been learning about Chinese New 

Year this week and the different ways it can be       

celebrated. Mallards and Kingfishers have enjoyed the 

different art activities and finding out about the      

Chinese Zodiac. Happy Year of the Ox!   

SHENGXIAO 

 

GUESS THE TEACHER 
By Rose  

NAMASTE 

ONBSIT:  _____________________ 

LLMAPBCE: _____________________ 

ANVES:   _____________________ 

RABBA:   _____________________ 

EDER:  _____________________ 

RTTNOIB: _____________________ 

HAVE AN ICE DAY 

This week, during Google Meets, 4CSu were asked to 

have some screen free time, get some fresh air and to 

enjoy the snow! Mrs Suckling asked them to build a 

snow man, make snow angels or just play or walk in 

the snow with their families. Thanks for the lovely 

photos! 

To promote our mental health wellbeing at school Mr 

Purkiss delivered yoga lessons to the children this 

week.  Working the body helped to work the mind 

and set the children up for a day of learning. 



 

 

BALANCING ACT 

BATHING IN KNOWLEDGE 

Year 6 have been ‘balancing’ a tricky assortment of 

tasks this week from dividing decimals to evaluating 

the eye, from creating their Klimt cats to practising 

their pronouns. All in all, it’s been a challenging week 

made hopefully that bit more bearable by a bit of 

bending and stretching first thing in the morning.     

Namaste!  

4JB have been busy learning about evaporation. To 

investigate this, the children  carried out a step by step 

guide on how to set this up. Here are the children 

working independently. 

The outcomes from this test will be shared once      

observations have been made and recorded.  

F2 FIT RIGHT IN 

Children in Foundation 2 have been developing their 

mouse control skills this half term. 

Using the mouse, they practised their drag and drop 

technique and completed jigsaws made by Mr Biston.  

“Whilst we have been training ourselves to use the 

mouse, we have also been training our brains!”. 

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF WOMEN AND GIRLS 

IN SCIENCE 

By Acsa and Amber 

On the 11th of February is the International Day of 

Women and Girls in Science, it is the day when we   

celebrate and respect women who have helped us 

through science all around the world.  

 

Marie Curie is one of the women we thank today       

because she is remembered for her famous discovery of 

radium, polonium and her huge contribution for      

finding treatments for cancer.  

 

Since we are in lockdown we must give a huge thanks to 

the women (and men too) who have found a vaccine for 

the CoronaVirus. We should recognise how hard 

they've been working especially during lockdown.  

 

To appreciate what women scientists have done for us 

you could research about one that you don't know too 

much about.  

 

Here is a science experiment that you can try at home - 

               What you will need: 
•  A Plate 

• A spoon 
• An orange or Tangerine 

• Bicarbonate of soda or Baking    Soda 

   Instructions 
• Peel the skin of the orange off. 

• When you’ve done this, slice the orange into 
pieces 

• Sprinkle a pinch or two of bicarbonate on the 

orange slices 
• Pop the slices into your mouth 

The Science Behind It 
As you put the orange slices 

into your mouth, you should 
feel a fizzing sensation. This is 

because, when acids and     

bases mix, it makes loads of 
carbon dioxide bubbles, (which 

are safe), in your mouth, 
which causes the oranges to 

fizz. In this case, the orange 

slice contains citric acid, and 

the bicarbonate is the base.         

I hope you enjoy this!  



 

 

WHAT AN ACHIEVEMENT 

A tremendous well done 

to Nayan who gained his 

Platinum Award         

Certificate of        

Achievement.  He is the 

first pupil to have gained 

100 House Points this 

academic year.   

 PTERIFFIC 
3SG made their own fossils! It was a lot of fun.  They 

mixed together all the ingredients, then needed to 

knead our dough and imprint our fossil. We got quite 

messy, but we really enjoyed it!  

You might have wondered where the word fossil 

comes from and what does it mean? 

It actually comes from the Latin word ‘fossus’ which 

means “having been dug up”. 

FLIPPING MARVELLOUS 

Year 1 have been focusing their learning around NHS 

workers.  They have written letters to doctors and 

nurses to thank them for their hard work over the past 

year and for everything else that they do.  We also had 

the pleasure of parent guest 

speakers at our Google 

meets who shared their    

different experiences in the 

field of medicine.  The    

children asked them some 

lovely questions and really 

enjoyed hearing about their 

work. I think some of them 

may be inspired to be     

doctors in the future! 

PEOPLE WHO HELP US 

 Well done to the children who took part in this 

week’s Pancake Challenge.  Ingredients for Recipe of 

the Week will be sent out to you all next week via 

ParentPay.   Look our for a new chef on the horizon! 


